
 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
 

The GenePlanet team wishes to thank you for entrusting us with the analysis of your genome. We 

hope that the information obtained from your genetic analysis will prove to be useful to you and help 

you amend your lifestyle should it turn out that such a lifestyle change is useful or necessary. 

 

We would like to use this opportunity to re-emphasize that GenePlanet's mission is not to assign 

diagnoses but rather to assess your genetic predispositions. Your analysis is created on the basis of 

your genetic code and the most up-to-date scientific data. 

 
 

Please follow saliva collection and packaging instructions which will enable efficient transport of your 

sample and successful analysis performance: 

 

 When collecting your sample, please do it during the day and not the first thing in the 

morning. If your gums are bleeding do not collect your sample and wait until they are healed – 

your saliva sample should not have traces of blood in it. 

 

 Place your biological sample (saliva) into the enclosed DNA collector in accordance with the 

instructions (they are placed inside of collection kit); this sample will be used to extract your 

DNA. 

 

 Put the filled and tightly closed DNA collector in the enclosed specimen bag (leave the 

absorbent paper inside the bag) and place altogether in envelope. 

 

 In the envelope also insert Statement regarding DNA analysis filled with your information and 

signature by which you agree with General terms and conditions for performing and use of 

genetic analysis. 

 

 Put envelope in box, in which we have sent you saliva collector thus ensuring rigid outer box 

for transporting. 

 

 Call DHL call center and arrange with them to pick up the shipment at your desired location 

and time; ask them also for their courier to bring a DHL envelope in which you will put your 

sample. 

 

 Sign the DHL “Shipment Waybill” we enclosed for you. When the courier arrives you will 

receive your copy of the “Shipment Waybill”. 

 
 

Procedure is thus complete and your sample on its way to laboratory. When analysis is completed we 

will prepare your results and deliver them to you. 

 

Kind regards, 

GenePlanet team 






